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Abstract: 

Military architecture in the Islamic west is evidence to the inge- 

nuity of design, planning and the link between form and function 

in Islamic architecture in general and in the West in particular. 

These buildings were not rigid fortresses, castles and gates. 

Rather, the Muslim inscriber placed on it floral and geometric dec- 

orations and the inscriptions in particular, that draw the atention 

of who pass by or enter it, with its religious and Foundation texts 

that represented a reflection of the political life in these eras. 

Therefore, this study focuses on the inscriptions on the gates of 

the cities and Kasabahs of Morocco in Almohad and Alawite 

Eras in terms of the visual aspect of these inscriptions in form 

and content, where the visual study is one of the most important 

modern studies in the field of archeology, whether from an arc- 

hitectural or even a technical point of view. 

1. Introduction 
Since the early Islamic era, Muslims have 

been clearly interested in inscriptions and 

their implementation on Islamic buildings. 
Islamic art has excelled in other arts using 

calligraphy or decoration because the Ar- 
abic script is the most matching decoration 

due to its unique artistic features [1]. The 

importance of inscriptions on buildings 

has not been limited to decoration and 

dating. Instead, inscriptions denote a mes-

sage the owner wants to deliver to their 

viewer or receiver. Thus, achieving the 

objective or message of the inscription is 

easy to see, read, and understand by the 

contemporary or future reader based on 

the culture and events of the era [2]. In 

the Islamic west, inscriptions were imp-

lemented on many types of buildings, 

such as city gates and kasabahs. The first 

and last thing the arrival or leaver of the 

city or kasabah used to see was the gate. 

Therefore, the founder focused on the 

inscriptions that deliver signifycance or 

messages to the reader to be delivered to 

the largest number of people. Inscriptions 

were the most important and successful 

media to communicate with the public 

because mass media were few. Inscripti-

ons on the buildings of the Islamic West 

have received the attention of research-

ers who conducted extensive studies to 

document, register and read them. How-

ever, most previous studies addressed the 

form of inscriptions in terms of aesthe-

tics, which is important in studying the 

types, forms, features, development, and 

introduction of scripts. Others tackled 

content within the cultural and historical 
domains regarding the information related 

to contemporary events and cultural asp-

ects in relation to systems, administration, 

jobs, titles, dominant religious spirit, and 

economic or political and military situati-
ons. Undoubtedly, this approach is highly 
important because of the signs denoted 

by inscriptions and the social culture and 
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thought, development of the content from 
time to another, especially in the titles and 

public and private positions. In contrast, 

modern archaeological approaches have 

been interested in studying inscriptions 

within their archaeological and visual 
domains more differently and broadly than 
architectural studies, taking into account 

that inscriptions deliver a message via 

content to the viewer or recipient. Ther-

efore, achieving the main objective or 

message of the inscription should be easy 

to see, read, and understand by contempor-

ary or future readers. Based on contemp-

orary culture and events, a person grasps 

the message of the inscription and links its 

content with those events. A future recipient 

reads, interprets, and understands the mes-

sage based on the history and function of 

the building and the history of the founder. 
Hence, implementing these inscriptions to 

facilitate visual perception and illustration 

to deliver the message has become highly 

important in interpreting the history and 

cultural domains of the building. Linking 

the content and form of the inscription 

basically relates to the objective of deli-

vering the message. Thus, studying insc-

riptions visually is a new dimension that 

helps achieve several objectives related 

to the monument, era, history, founder and 
his titles and functions, contemporary eve-

nts, contemporary techniques, and devel-

opment of scripts used in these inscript-

ions [2]. Some archaeological studies have 

adopted this approach in studying inscript-

ions. For instance, Othmān, M., conducted 

a study entitled “ʾAḍwā'a ğadida 'ala al-

ketābāt fī al-ʾāṯār al-ʾ islāmīa” (New per-

spectives on inscriptions on Islamic mon-

ument simplementation and formation 

methods) [3] to explore the methods of 

inscriptions on fixed architectural mon-

uments and movable artifacts. This study 

tackled the functions and aesthetics of 

inscriptions visually. Abū reḥāb, M., cond-

ucted a study entitled “Derāsa fī maḍmūon 

al-noqūš al-ketābīa 'ala 'amāīr al-ʾAšrāf al-

S'adīen be al-maġreb” (A study on the 

content of the inscriptions on the buil-

dings of the Sharifian Saadi dynasty of 

Morocco) [4], he presented the contents- 

of the inscriptions on the Saadian bui-

ldings in Morocco, and its meanings and 

media messages. Mohamed, Abdulah, con-
ducted a study entitled “al-Noqūš al-ktābīa 

ʿala al-ʾāṯār al-meʿmārīa fī al- qāhera fī 

ʿahd osrat Qalawūn” (Inscriptions on 
architectural monuments in Cairo during 

the Qalawun dynasty- a visual archaeol-

ogical study) [2]. This study was one of 

the most important and detailed studies 

on inscriptions from a visual perspective. 

ʾAbū Šanab carried out a study entitled 

“Derāsa baṣarīa le-šāhed qabr ʾabi Qāsem 

al-zleǧy b-Tunis” (A visual study of the 

tombstone of Abu Kassem Al-Zelliji in 

Tunisia) [5]. Applying this new approach 

that expands, deepens, and enriches the 

literature on inscriptions archaeologically 

and visually, the present study is entitled 

“Inscriptions on military architecture in 

the Morocco- a visual study applied to 

some city gates and kasabahs”. Since the 

earliest times, the far west countries uti-

lized the Arabic letter on buildings and 

establishments as a decorative element and 

a tool for conveying religious, historical, 

poetic, or other discourse and ideas. Thus, 

the implications of inscriptions on the 

Moroccan buildings varied in terms of 

scripts, letter forms, and implementation 

methods [6]. 
 
2. Inscriptions Documentation 

2.1. Inscription on the Aknaou (Ag- 
naou) gate in Marrakesh 

 Founder and date of construction: 
ʿAbd al-Muʾmen ibn ʿAlī, (542AH/1147 
AD) [7]. 

 Text type: Qur'anic verses.
 Embossing Material: Stone.
 Implementation method: High-relief.
 Font Type: Kufic.
 Inscription formation: A band surr-

ounding the entrance to the gate from 
three directions.

 Text of the inscription: "I seek refuge 
in Allah almighty of the devil, in the 
name of Allah, the merciful, the most 
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merciful, God bless our prophet Moh-
ammed, In peace and security, enter 
them (in paradise), we shall remove 
all rancor from their hearts, and as 
brethren they shall recline on couches 
face to face, There, no fatigue shall 
smite them, nor shall they ever be 
driven from it" [8], fig. (1-3). 

 

 الله تغُ"أػٛر تالله اٌؼظ١ُ ِٓ اٌش١طاْ اٌشج١ُ، 
اٌشحّٓ اٌشح١ُ، صٍٝ الله ػٍٝ محمد، ادخٍٛ٘ا تغلاَ 
ًٍ إخٛأاً ػٍٝ  آ١ِٕٓ، ٚٔضػٕا ِا فٟ صذٚسُ٘ ِٓ غ
عشس ِرمات١ٍٓ، لا ٠ّغُٙ ف١ٙا ٔصة ِٚا ُ٘ ِٕٙا 

 .تّخشج١ٓ"
 

"ʾAʿūzo bellah al-ʿazīm men al-šaītan al 

ragīm , besam ellah al-raḥman al-raḥīm, 
ṣalla allah ʿala moḥamad, ʾEdḫoloha bes- alām 

āmenīn, wanazaʿna ma fī soḍūrehm men ġel 

ʾeḫwana ʿala sororen motaqāblīn, la 

ymasohom fiha naṣab wama hom menha 

bemoḫrağīn". 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure (1) Shows Agnaou gate in Marrakesh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure (2) Shows Agnaou gate; details of the ins- 

criptions 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3) Shows Agnaou gate; extracting the 

inscription 

2.2. Inscription on the gate of Kas- 
bah of Oudaya in Rabat 

 Founder and date of construction: 

Abu Yūsef Yaʿqūb al-Manṣūr, (593A. 

H/1197 A.D) [9,10].

 Text type: Qur'anic verses, and religious

statements. 

 Embossing material: Stone.

 Implementation method: High-relief.

 Inscription formation: A band surrou- 

nding the entrance to the gate from 

three directions.

 Font Type: Kufic.

 Text of the inscription:

 External façade: "I seek refuge in Allah 

almighty of the devil, In the name of 

Allah the merciful, God bless our 

prophet Muhammad and his family and 

peace and recognition, "Indeed, we have 

opened for you (prophet Muhammad) a 

clear ope ning, that Allah forgives your 

past and future sins, and completes His 

favor to you, and guides you on a 

straight path, and that Allah helps you 

with a mighty help, it was He who sent 

down tranquility into the hearts of the 

believers so that they might add belief 

upon belief. To Allah belong the armies 

of the heavens and the earth. Allah is 

the knower, the wise" [11], fig. (4 & 5).


الله اٌشحّٓ  تغُ"أػٛر تالله ِٓ اٌش١طاْ اٌشج١ُ 

اٌشح١ُ، صٍٝ الله ػٍٝ ع١ذٔا محمد ٚآٌٗ ٚعٍُ ذغ١ٍّا، 

إٔا فرحٕا ٌه فرحاً ِث١ٕاً ١ٌغفش ٌه الله ِا ذمذَ ِٓ رٔثه 

٠ٙذ٠ه صشاطاً ِغرم١ّاً ِٚا ذأخش ٠ٚرُ ٔؼّرٗ ػ١ٍه ٚ

٠ٕٚصشن الله ٔصشاً ػض٠ضاً ٘ٛ اٌزٜ أٔضي اٌغى١ٕح 

فٟ لٍٛب اٌّؤ١ِٕٓ ١ٌضدادٚا إ٠ّأاً ِغ إ٠ّأُٙ ٚلله 

جٕٛد اٌغّٛاخ ٚالأسض ٚواْ الله ػ١ٍّاً حى١ّا 

 صذق الله اٌؼظ١ُ".
 

"ʾAʿūzo bellah men al-šaītan al-ragīm, besam 

ellah al-raḥman al-raḥīm, ṣalla allah ʿ ala moḥamad 

waʾāleh wasalam tasalīma, ʾena fataḥana 

laka fataḥan mobīna leyaġfer laka allah 

ma taqadem men zanbak wama taʾaḫer 

wayutem neʿmataho ʿalik wayahdik ṣeratan 

mostaqīma wayanṣurak allah na- ṣran 

ʿaziza hwa alazī anzal al-sakinah fī qolūb 

al-moʾmenīn leyazdado ʿimanan maʿ a 
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ʾimānehem walellah ğonūd al-samāwāt 

wa al-ʿarḍ wakān allah ʿ alīman hakima, 

ṣadaq allah al-ʿazīm". 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure (4) Shows Oudaya gate; external façade. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure (5) Shows Oudaya gate; inscriptions details.  
 

Some inscriptions were duplicated at the 

top of the gate’s façade in overlapping 

decorative arches. They read: “Alshukr 
Li- lah Wahdau” (Thanks to Allah alone) 
was duplicated four times, and “Almulk 

Li-lah Wahdau” (Dominion belongs to 

Allah alone) was duplicated three times, 

fig. (6). 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (6) Shows Oudaya gate; details of phrases 

inside the archways. 
 

 Internal façade: “I seek refuge in Allah 

almighty of the devil, In the name of 

Allah the merciful, god bless our prophet 

Muhammad and his family, Allah is the 

greatest, "Believers! Shall I direct you to 

a commerce that will save you from a 

painful punishment? You shall believe in 

Allah and His Messenger and struggle for 

His Way with your possessions and 

yourselves. That is better for you, if you 

but knew. He will forgive you your sins 

and admit you to Gardens underneath which 

rivers flow, and to fine dwelling places in 

the Gardens of Eden. That is the mighty 

triumph. And other things that you love, 

victory from Allah and an opening that 

is near. (O Prophet Muhammad) give 

glad tidings to the believers”, fig. (7 & 

8). [12].

الله اٌشحّٓ  تغُأػٛر تالله ِٓ اٌش١طاْ اٌشج١ُ "

اٌشح١ُ ٚصً الله ػٍٝ ع١ذٔا محمد ٚػٍٝ اٌٗ صٍٝ الله 

ػٍٝ محمد ٚ. الله أوثش )٠ا أ٠ٙا اٌز٠ٓ إِٔٛا ً٘( أدٌىُ 

ػٍٝ ذجاسج ذٕج١ىُ ِٓ ػزاب أ١ٌُ ذؤِْٕٛ تالله ٚسعٌٛٗ 

ٚذجا٘ذْٚ فٟ عث١ً الله تأِٛاٌىُ ٚأٔفغىُ رٌه خ١ش ٌىُ 

ٕاخ ذجشٜ إْ وٕرُ ذؼٍّْٛ ٠غفش ٌىُ رٔٛتىُ ٠ٚذخٍىُ ج

ِٓ ذحرٙا الأٔٙاس ِٚغاوٓ ط١ثح فٟ جٕاخ ػذْ رٌه 

اٌفٛص اٌؼظ١ُ ٚأخشٜ ذحثٛٔٙا ٔصش ِٓ الله ٚفرح 

 .لش٠ة ٚتشش اٌّؤ١ِٕٓ"
 

"ʾAʿūzo bellah men al-šaītan al-ragīm, 

besam ellah al-raḥman al-raḥīm, wa ṣalla 

allah ʿala ṣīdna moḥamad wa ʿala ʾāleh 

ṣalla allah ʿala ṣīdna moḥamad wa, allaho 

akbar (yā ʾaīoha elazin ʾāmano hal) ʾado-

lakom ʿala teğarah tonğīkom men ʿazab 

ʾalīm toʾamenon bellah wa rasoleh wato-

ğahedūn fī sabīl allah be ʾamwalekom wa 

ʾanfoskom zalk ḫayr lakom en kontom ta 

ʿalamon yaġfer lakom zonobakom way-

odḫelkom ğanāt tağrī men taḥteha al-

ʾanhār wamsāken ṭīebah fī ğanāt ʿadan 

zalk al-fūz al-ʿaẓeīm waʾoḫra toḥbonaha 

naṣr men allah wafataḥ qarīb wabašer 

al-moʾmenīn". 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure (7) Shows Oudaya gate; internal façade. 
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Figure (8) Shows Oudaya gate; inscriptions details 
 

Some inscriptions were duplicated at 

the top of the gate’s façade. They read: 

“Allah Wahdau” (Allah is one) was dup-

licated seven times, and another phrase 

was duplicated six times, fig. (9 & 10). 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure (9) Shows Oudaya gate, phrases details of 

inside the archways. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (10) Shows Oudaya gate; extracting the 

phrases (After: Caillé, 2006). 
 

2.3. Inscription on Al-Rawah gate  
in Rabat 

 Founder and date of construction: 
ʾAbu Yūsef Yaʿqūb al-Manṣūr, (593A.H/ 
1197 A.D) [13].

 Text Type: Qur'anic verses.

 Embossing Material: Stone.

 Implementation Method: High-relief.

 Font Type: Kufic.

 Inscription Formation: A band surro- 

unding the entrance to the gate from 

three directions.

 Text of the Inscription: "I seek refuge 
in Allah Almighty of the devil, In the 
name of Allah the merciful, God bless 

our prophet Muhammad and peace and 
recognition, "You are the best nation 
ever to be brought forth for people.  

You order honor and forbid dishonor, 
and you believe in Allah. Had the 
people of the book believed, it would 
have surely been better for them. 
Some of them are believers, but most 

of them are evildoers. They will not 
harm you except a little hurt. And if 
they fight against you, they will turn 
their backs. Then they will not be 
victorious", fig. (11 & 12) [14].



الله اٌشحّٓ  تغُ"أػٛر تالله ِٓ اٌش١طاْ اٌشج١ُ، 

اٌشح١ُ، صٍٝ الله ػٍٝ محمد ٚ)عٍُ ذغ١ٍّا( وٕرُ خ١ش 

أِح أخشجد ٌٍٕاط ذأِشْٚ تاٌّؼشٚف ٚذْٕٙٛ ػٓ 

راب ٌىاْ خ١شاً إٌّىش ٚذؤِْٕٛ تالله ٌٚٛ آِٓ أً٘ اٌى

ٌُٙ ُِٕٙ اٌّؤِْٕٛ ٚأوثشُ٘ اٌفاعمْٛ، ٌٓ ٠ضشٚوُ 

 .إلا أرا ٚإْ ٠ماذٍٛوُ ٠ٌٛٛوُ الأدتاس ثُ لا ٠ٕصشْٚ"
 

"ʾAʿūzo bellah men al-šaītan al-ragīm , 
besam ellah al-raḥman al-raḥīm , ṣalla 

allah ʿala moḥamad wa(salam tasalīma) 

kontom ḫaīr ʾomah ʾoḫreğat le al-nās 

taʾmorūn be al-maʿrūf watanhūn ʿan al-

monkar wato ʾmenūn bellah wallao 

ʾāman ahl al-ketāb lakān ḫayran lahom 

menhom al-moʾmenūn waʾakṯarahom al-

fāseqūn, lan yaḍorūkom ʾella ʾaza waʾen 

yoqātlūkom yūalokom al-ʾadbar ṯoma la 

yūnṣarūn". 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure (11) Shows Al-Rawah gate in Rabat 
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Figure (12) Shows Al-Rawah gate; details of the 

inscriptions 

2.4. Inscriptions on Al-khames gate 
in Meknes 

 Founder and date of construction: 

Al-Maūla Ismaʿīl ibn ʿAli, (1098 A.H/ 

1687 A.D).

 Text type: Establishment texts in the 

form of poetic verses. 

 Embossing material: Zellige.

 Implementation method: peeling.
 Inscription formation: A straight band 
at the top of the entrance to the gate, 

fig. (13). 

 Coloring: The inscriptions were imple- 

mented in black.

 Font Type: Moroccan Thuluth. 
 Text of the inscription: They include 

three lines of poetry, suggesting that 

the builder of the gate was Sultan 

Ismail Al Alawi in 1098 AH. 
 

عّٛ اٌثذس فٟ اٌفٍه  / أٔا اٌثاب اٌغؼ١ذ عّٛخ فخشاً 

 اٌغؼ١ذ
"ʾAna al-bāb al-saʿed smot fḫran / Semū al-

bder fī al-falak al- saʿed" 

ػٍٝ راذٟ إٌّٛطح  / عٕا ِٛلاٞ إعّاػ١ً ٠ثذٚ

 تاٌغؼٛد
"Snā mulāī ʾIsmaʿīl yabdo/ʿAla ẓatī al-

manoṭa b-asʿūdī" 

 ٚٚسخ ٔشأذٟ "جٛد اٌّش١ذ"/ففٟ ٚلد عؼ١ذ تٕأٟ

"Fafī waqet saʿed bnānī / Wa wraḫ 

našʾatī "ğawd al-mašīed" 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure (13) Shows Al-Khames gate in Meknes. 

2.5. Inscriptions on Al-Mansour gate 
in Meknes 

 Founder and date of construction: ʾAl- 

Maūla ʿAbdulah ibn Ismaʿīl, (1144 A.H/ 

1732 A.D).

 Text Type: Establishment texts in the 

form of poetic verses.
 Embossing Material: Zellige (porcelain).

 Implementation Method: Peeling.

 Inscription Formation: An inscription 
band occupies the entire top of the gate’s 

façade.

 Coloring: The inscriptions were imple- 

mented in black.

 Font Type: Moroccan Thuluth.

Text of the inscription: Starts with Al- 

ḥamdulillah (thank god), and pray at pro- 
phet Muhammad, then, contains of sixteen 

verses of poetry praising sultan Abdullah 

and indicates that he built the gate in 
1144 A.H, fig. (14-17). 
 

اٌحّذ لله ٚحذٖ، ٚصٍٝ الله ػٍٝ ع١ذٔا محمد، اٌزٞ لا 
 ٔثٟ تؼذٖ

"Al-hamdu li-llah wahdahu, wa-ṣalla 
llahu ‛ala sayyidina Muhammad, Allaḏi 

la nabiyya ba‛dahu" 
ٚأضاء فٟ فٍه اٌجّاي /طٍؼد ِطاٌغ عؼذ٘ا أتشاجٟ

 عشاجٟ

"Ṭala‛at maṭali‛u sa‛diha abrāğī / wa-

aḍa’a fi falaki al-ğamāli sirāğī" 

ذغّٛ ػٍٝ اٌصٙٛاخ /ٚحٍٍد ِٓ أٚج اٌّؼاٌٟ صٙٛج
 ٚا٢ساج

"Wa-ḥalaltu min awği l-ma‛ali ṣahwatan/ 

tasmu ‛ala l-ṣahawati wa-l-ārāği" 
ٚأٔاسٖ تغشاجٗ  /تٛجٛد ِٓ أح١ا اٌٛجٛد ٚجٛدٖ 

 اٌٛ٘اج
"Bi-wuğūdi man aḥya l-wuğūda wuğū-

duhu/fa-anarahu bi-sirağihi l-wahhaği" 
ٚأداس تاٌفرح اٌّث١ٓ /ِٓ شاد تإٌصش اٌؼض٠ض لٛاػذٞ

 سذاج

"Man šada bi-l-naṣri l-‛azizi qawa‛idi/ 

wa-adara bi-l-fatḥi l-mubini ritaği" 
وٙف اٌضؼ١ف ٚغ١ٕح /ت١د إٌثٛج ٚاٌخلافح ٚاٌؼلا

 اٌّحراج

"Baytu l-nubuwwati wa-l-ḫilafati wa-l-

‛ula/kahfu l-ḏa‛ifi wa-ġunyatu l-muḥtaği" 
الإعلاَ ِؼمٛد اٌٍٛا /ِٛلاٞ ػثذ الله ِٓ أضحٝ تٗ
 ٚاٌراج

"Mawlāy ‛Abdu Allahi man aḏha bihi/l-

islamu ma‛quda l-liwa wa-l-tāği" 
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 فرجئ فٟ صِش ٚفٟ أفٛاج/ٍِه ٠طاع ِحثح ِٚٙاتح

"Malikun yutaʿu maḥabbatan wa-mah-

abatan/fataği’u fī zumarin wa-fī afwāği" 

 ذٕادٞ تاعّٗ ٚذٕاجٟ/فٟ وً صاٌحح ٌٗ أثاس ذٛف١ك

"Fī kulli ṣalihatin lahu aṯaru tawfiqin/ 

tunadi bi-’smihi wa-tunāği" 

٘زا ل١اط صادق /ٚلظ ِا غاب ػٕه تّا ذشٜفٕظش 

 الأراج

"Fa-nẓur wa-qis ma ġāba ʿanka bi-ma 

tara/haḏa qīyasun ṣadiqu l-intāği" 

صٕؼٟ ٠ذاً صٕؼاء /ً٘ ٚسخد ِثٍٟ "دِشك" أَ ٚشد

 فٟ د٠ثاج

"Hal warraḫat miṯli "Dimašq" am wašat/ 

ṣunʿī yada ṣanʿā’a fi dibaği" 

٠صفْٛ ِٓ ػّذ ِٚٓ /أَ خُصد الإعىٕذس٠ح تاٌزٞ

 أصاج

"Am ḫuṣat al-Iskandariyyatu bi-llaḏi/ 

yaṣifuna min ‛amadin wa min azaği" 

 ٘ٛ ٌٍؼثاد وفا٠ح الأِاج/أَ فٟ اٌٍّٛن ٔظ١ش ِٛلأا اٌزٞ

"Am fi l-muluki naẓiru mawlāna llaḏi/ 

huwa li-l-‛ibadi kifayatu l-amāği" 

 ٌٚغ١ثٙا تاٌص١ة اٌثجاج/فالله ٠ثم١ٗ ٌشحّح خٍمٗ

"Fa-llahu yubqihi li-rahmati ḫalqihi/wa- 

li-ġayṯiha bi-l-ṣayyibi l-ṯağğaği" 

 تادٞ اٌّؼاٌُ ٚاضح إٌّٙاج/٠ثمٟ د٠ٕٗ تٛجٛدٖٚالله 

"Wallahu yubqi dinahu bi-wuğudihi/ 

badi l-ma,alimi waḍihu l-minhāği" 

 ٚٔٛافً اٌخ١شاخ ذجثٝ ٔحٖٛ / ِٓ ِغُٕ ٚ٘ذ٠ح ٚخشاج

"Wa-nawafilu l-ḫayrati tuğba naḥwahu/ 

min maġnamin wa-hadiyyatin wa-

ḫarāği" 

ِغى١ح إٌفحاخ ٚا٢ساج/حفٗٚذح١ح اٌٌّٛٝ اٌغلاَ ذ  

"Wa-taḥiyyatu l-mawla l-salamu 

taḥuffuhu/miskiyyatu l-nafaḥati wa-l-

ʾarāği" 

.أرٙٝ ٚاٌحّذ لله، ٚعلاَ ػٍٝ ػثادٖ، اٌز٠ٓ اصطفٟ  

"ʾIntaha wa-l-ḥamdu li-llah, wa-

salamun ‛ala, ibadihi l-laḏina iṣtafa" 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure (14) Shows Al-Mansour gate in Meknes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure (15) Shows Al-Mansour gate; details of 

Inscription. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure (16) Shows Al-Mansour gate; word "Dam- 

acus" with inscription different color. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure (17) Shows Al-Mansour gate; extracting of 

inscription.  
3. A Visual Study of Inscriptions 

in Terms of Form 
3.1. Methods of inscription imple- 

mentation 
The implementation method plays a sig-
nificant role in highlighting inscriptions 
and making them easy to read. It is impor-
tant for the visual dimension associated 
with the functions and aesthetics of inscri-
ptions. The inscriptions of Almohad Gates: 
Agnaou, Oudaya, and Al-Rawah were car-
ried out in high relief. It is one of the best 
methods that play an important role in 
highlighting inscriptions and making them 
easy to read. Where it makes the letters 
and words solid, highlighting and clarity 
of its details, thus easy to read. Therefore, 
the inscriber used the high-relief in the 
most of gates inscriptions, and did not use 
the low-relief. Although low-relief is easier 
and faster to carry out the engraving. High-
relief requires engraving the surface from 
the boundaries of the text’s letters and the 
spaces in some or between them until the 
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inscription stands out from the surface 
level as required. High-relief has varied 
and has become of varying levels. In some 
inscriptions, it reaches the level of solid, 
and it may appear as an ordinary pro-
minent engraves. That is, the level of 
engraving varies from one inscription to 
another, as in the inscriptions of the gates 
of Oudaya and Al-Rawah, fig. (5 & 8), 
which came more prominent than the ins- 
criptions of the Agnaou gate, fig. (2). The 
distance between the inscription and its 
reader controlled the level of relief; the 
greater this distance, the greater the level 
of engrave and the greater the relief. 
Likewise, the larger the size of the words 
in the inscription, the engraver is not in 
dire need of increasing the engraving. The 
large size of the words ensures clarity and 
ease of reading, which was evi dent in 
the inscription on Bab Agnaou in Mar-
rakesh, fig. (2). The high relief shape on 
the background causes the shadow and 
light feature as long as it has appropriate 
lighting to increase the clarity and rea-
dability of the inscription. Moreover, the 
inscription attracts the attention of pas-
sersby. Shadow has a key role in showing 
the details and contrast of shapes and 
surfaces. They are also associated with na-
tural light sources, e.g. the sun, Increases 
clarity of inscriptions executed in height-
relief. Since the inscriptions under study 
were carried out on the gates of the ka-
sbahs and cities, they are exposed to 
sunlight throughout the day, highlighting 
their clarity and rea dability. Most of them 
were carried out by high relief. With the 
movement of the sun during the day, their 
shadow increases and decreases accor-
ding to the direction of the light. Such 
shadows increase the visibility of writing 
as if they were three dimensional. The 
contrast between shadow and light gives 
better visibility and clarity to the inscript-
ions. Using high-relief allows the calligra-
pher to implement the decorative elements 
on the background because of the avai-
lable space after engraving the inscription 
to enhance the aesthetics and attraction of 
the inscription [2]. Although these deco-
rations attract attention to the inscriptions, 
the calligrapher should not overuse them. 
They should be placed in the appropriate 

place not to overwhelm the inscriptions 
and be counterproductive, making them 
difficult to read. In all the inscriptions 
under study. The inscriptions on the gates 
of Aknaou, Oudaya, Al-Rawah, Al-Kames, 
and Al-Mansur were decorated with some 
palmette, half palmette, leaves, twigs, and 
branches, figs. (2, 5, 8, 12 & 15). The eng-
raver placed the decorations precisely in 
specific places to increase the aesthetic 
value. Consequently, he drew a considera 
ble attention to them. The inscriptions of 
Alawite gates: Al-khames and Al-Mansour 
in Meknes were carried out in peeling, 
where the monochrome zellige (porcelain) 
is placed above the surface to be dec 
orated. Then, the writing or floral motifs 
are painted over zellige. The architect 
peels off the paint except for the writing 
or decorations to show the color of the 
natural zellige clay and contrast the glossy 
surface of the writing and decorations [4, 
6]. This contrast between the colors of 
the inscription and background makes 
the writing clear and easy to read and 
draws the attention of the reader, fig. (15, 
16). Furthermore, the different level of 
inscription raised from the tile’s level 
causes an impact on to highlight inscript-
ion, which resembles that of the high-relief 

inscriptions [3]. One of the advantages of 
peeling is that it is easier and more accur-
ate than carving or cutting; This is because 
peeling enables the calligrapher to master 
the letters and draw their shapes easily 
and accurately on the surface of the zellij, 
which is not available to the maker who 
cuts the same shape of the letter in stone 
or other materials [15]. As a result of the 
accuracy of the implementation of those 
words using peeling, they are more clear 
and visible to the reader. Implementing the 
inscription varied because of the raw mat-
erial used. The inscriptions of Almohad 
gates: Agnaou, Oudaya and Rawah were 
engraved on the stone using high-relief. 
In addition to the aforementioned features, 
high-relief inscribing letters on stone makes 
the letters as strong, durable, and lasting 
as possible without being affected by wea-
ther factors [16]. But the inscriptions of 
Alawite gates: Al-Khames and Almansour 
in Meknes were carried out on Zellij tiles, 
peeling was adopted. In both cases, the 
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inscriber adopted the most suitable method 
of inscription on the raw material to make 
the inscription clear and easy to read. In 
sum, each raw material has a method of 
implementing inscriptions and decorations. 
The importance and value of stones and 
Zellij depend on several factors, including 
natural correlations that define their feat-
ures in terms of color fastness, fragmenta-
tion resistance, abrasion resistance, water 
absorption, and humidity [17] that affect 
the appearance, clarity, and durability of 
the inscriptions, the purpose of inscription. 

3.2. Geometric formations of insc- 
riptions 

The geometric formations of the inscrip-
tions are the set of geometric frames in 
which the writings are executed. The shape 
of the frame varies according to the ins-
criptions executed inside it, the type of the 
monuments on which the frames are exe-
cuted, and its position on the facade of the 
building. The inscriptions on the gates 
were executed within various geometric 
formations; to distinguish the inscriptions, 
clarify their importance, and determine 
their position on the surfaces of the gates. 
Thus, it works to attract attention to these 
geometric formations and their inscript-
ions, making it easier to see and read. The 
geometric formations varied – between 
frames, medallions and formations in arc-
hways – according to the diversity of the 
inscription texts and their position on the 
surfaces of the gates. The frames were 
the most implemented, fig. (18). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (18) Shows rectangular frames forms; a. Agn-

aou, b. Oudaya & Rawah, c. & d. Al-

Mansour 

Most of the inscriptions were carried out 
in frames that helped set the boundaries 
of the writing and focus the visual orienta- 
tion within the frame. Hence, the reader's 
vision is directed towards the inscriptions 
to provide maximum use of the content 
and play its role as a medium for news. 
Implementing inscriptions in longitudinal 
frames fits the facades of the gates bec-
ause the wide areas allow the architect to 
implement such inscriptions to accomm-
odate the largest number of words, which 
are readable to passers-by while entering 
or leaving the gates. Some short inscri-
ptions were executed in Formations in 
archways of decorative columns with over-
lapping arches, which is known as "Net of 
the rhombus", fig. (19), that were famous 
for the decoration of minarets in the 

Almohad era, such as phrases “Alshukr Li-
lah Wahdau” (Thanks to Allah alone), 
and “Almulk Li- lah Wahdau” (Dominion 
belongs to Allah alone) was duplicated 
above the external façade of the Oudaya 
gate, fig. (10-a), and a phrase “Allah 

Wahdau” (Allah is one) and another 
phrase was duplicated above the Internal 
façade of the Oudaya gate, fig. (10-b). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure (19) Shows archways (net of the rhombus) 

forms; a. Oudaya external façade, 

b. Oudaya internal façade. 
 

These formations were at the top of the 

Oudayas gate’s façade, the first observed 

part by the far observer. These decorative 

geometric formations draw and focus atte-

ntion on the encompassed inscriptions. 

This decoration is known in Moroccan 

terminology as "alkitf waldarag" “the sho-

ulder and the staircase” [18]. The rhombus 
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network is one of the most important 

elements that the artists of the Islamic 

West excelled in implementing, whether 

on the facades of buildings or on antiques 

[15]. Researchers have differed opinions 

about the origin of this decoration. Some 

of them believe that it derives its origins 

from the intersection and overlapping of 

the arches of the Cordoba mosque [19]. 

Some of them believe that the origin of 

the rhombus network is due to the braid-

ing decoration that is used as frames for 

independent decorative elements [20]. 

The first hint of the network of rhombus 

appeared on the minaret of the Qal'at 

Bani Hammad mosque (398AH/1007AD). 

Then it appeared in the mihrab of the 

mosque of Constantine (530 AH/1136 

AD) [21]. Then almohads used it in the 

decoration of their minarets, as it app-

eared for the first time in the minaret of 

the Koutoubia in Marrakesh, and then it 

became popular in the minaret of the 

Hassan mosque in Rabat, and the great 

mosque of the Kasbah in Seville. This 

decoration reached its peak of tender-

ness and beauty in the era of Bani Marin 

and became the prominent element in the 

decoration of the facades of their minarets 

and buildings. It is commonly used on the 

facades of Saadian buildings and their 

minarets [18]. We also see it in the buil-

dings of the Alawite era, as its coun-

terpart that adorns the facade of Bab Al-

Khames, fig. (20) and Bab Al-Mansour, 

fig.  (21) in Meknes. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure (20) Shows net of the rhombus decoration, 

Al-Khames gate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure (21) Shows net of the rhombus decoration, 

Al-Mansour gate. 
 

3.3. Design and implementation of 

inscription bands 

Having the final form of the inscription 

bands on buildings requires different sta-

ges, starting from studying the text, calcu-
lating the number of words, and estimating 

implementation time. Hence, the engraver 
or architect could define the appropriate 

size of letters and words and the surroun-
ding frames and decorations in a balanced 

manner. Thus, he could ensure the app-

earance, clarity, and readability of the ins-

cription and draw attention to its balance 
and aesthetics. The following stages include 
preparing and writing the inscription on 

paper [22], implementing the raw material 

directly on the wall such as the decora-

tions and inscriptions on Al-Rawah gate 

[10] or assembly method, i.e., engraving 

on the material and assembly and install-
lation on the wall such as the decorations 
and inscriptions on Agnaou and Oudaya 

gates, fig. (1 & 4). Regarding the size of 
the gate facades and the area of inscription 
bands, the façade of Bab Agnaou in Mare- 
akesh is 13 m wide and 10 m high, with 
an inscription band of 0.95 m wide and 
24 m long. The inscription band starts 
from a height of 3.25 m from the ground 
to the right of the viewer of the entrance 
that wraps around and ends left at the 
same height, fig. (1). The Bab of Kasbah 
of the Oudaya has an external façade of 
13 m high and 11 m wide between the 
entrance towers. The inscription band sta- 
rts from the height of 2.37 m. It is 20.90 m 

long and 0.50 m wide, fig. (4). The int-
ernal façade is 12 m high [23], and 12 m 
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wide. Its inscription band starts at the 
height of 2.90 m, and it is 24 m long and 
0.50 m wide, fig. (7). Bab Al-Rawah: The 
façade is 12 m high and 13.24 m wide 
between the entrance towers. The inscrip-

tion band starts from the height of 2.40 
m. It is 24.73 m long and 0.50 m wide, 
fig. (11) [24]. The inscriptions on this 
gate were executed in large letters [10]. 
Bab Al-khames: The façade is 14 m high 
and 16 m wide [25]. The inscription band 
is 15.50 m long and 0.72 m wide, fig. 
(13). Bab Al-Mansour: The façade is 16 
m high [26]. The inscription band is 43 
m long and 1.10 m wide, fig. (14). The 
size of the words in each inscription band 
shows from the tab. (1). 
 

Table (1) Length of bands inscription & length and 

no of words. 

 
 

It is clear from the table that despite the 

height of the entrance facades, the size of 

the inscription bands and words fits the 

height of the facades, making the inscrip-

tions clear and readable. Moreover, most 

inscriptions surround the entrances of the 

facades from three directions, starts from 

a small height in the level of the sight line 

of the average person. A large number of 

inscriptions are Qur'anic verses memorized 

by people. Thus, a passerby needs to see 

the beginning and end of the verses that 

are inscribed at the beginning and end of 

the inscription to know the remaining parts, 

content, and implications. 

3.4. Font type 
The fonts in which the inscriptions were 
executed on the gates varied between the 
various types of Kufic and the Moroccan 
Thuluth, to serve the visual and decora-
tive dimension. Where the inscriptions 
on the gates dating back to Almohad era 
were executed in Kufic script, while the 
inscriptions on the gates dating back to 
Alawite era were executed in Moroccan 
Thuluth script. In the Islamic west, the 

Kufic script was widely used in insc-
riptions, since the 4

th
 century AH, it has 

been divided into: the Kairouanese Kufic 

script, and the Andalusian Kufic script. 
Andalusian Kufic began to spread during 
the Almoravid era, and in the Almohad 
era, two forms of this script appeared. In 
the Marinid period, it took five forms; 
Including the Kufic script that was used 
to write stone inscriptions [27]. The thu-
luth script did not appear on buildings 
until the 5th century AH/11AD [28]. Where 
soft scripts, e.g. Thuluth, overcame and 

prevailed [29]. The most writers believe 
that the Thuluth replaced the Kufic script 
on archaeological buildings in the found-
ation writings for its readability and suit-

ability in advertising the buildings [30]. 
As for the Almohad buildings, their inscri- 
ptions were limited to the use of the Kufic 
script [31], such as the inscriptions on 
the gates of Agnaou, Oudaya, and Rawah, 
figs. (2, 5, 8 & 12). In the Marinid era, 

both types (Kufic and Thuluth scripts) 
became common, and the inscriptions be-
came graceful in composition and balance 
in proportions [32]. It is worth noting 
that the Far West and Andalusia had 
examples of Kufic writings with braided 
letters in the reign of Almohad [33]. The 
script type is a basic part of the contem-
porary culture and a visual means among 

all social groups, including the inscriber 
and reader. Visual communication requires 
that the inscription is done in a readable 
form to deliver the message well. Therefore, 
inscriptions on the gates under study were 

implemented in Kufic and Moroccan Thu-
luth. Inscriptions of the Almohad period 

were in Kufic with little involvement in 
some words, such as the inscriptions on 
the gates of Agnaou, Oudaya and Rawah, 
fig. (2, 5, 8 & 12). In the era of the Saa-

dian, the kufic and thuluth scripts were 

used [18], and the Moroccan Thuluth 
Script was developed at the end of the 
Saadian era [27], and prosper in the Ala-

wite era as attested by the inscriptions on 
the gates of the city of Meknes, as in the 
inscription of Bab Al-Khames and Bab Al- 
Mansour, fig. (15). It's worth mentioning, 

It was also used on coins in the Almohad 
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era. Later, it prevailed the coins of the 
Islamic west [27,34]. It was adopted for 

decorations on marble, plaster, glaze, and 
wood next to the Kufic script of the 
Marinid era and royal stamps of the Saadi 
and Alaouite eras. Furthermore, it was 
widely used in memorial inscriptions on 

architectural arts [35]. So the fonts in 
which the inscriptions were executed on 
the gates varied to serve the visual and 
decorative aspect of the writings, increa- 
sing them clarity and beauty to attract 
the attention of passersby and at the same 

time facilitating their reading. 
 

3.5. Repetition (duplication) 
It is repeating a word, phrase, sentence, or 

paragraph in one text, either by the exact 

wording or using synonyms to achieve 

various objectives, such as stressing a cer-

tain issue or cohesion between the different 

elements of the text [36]. Sometimes, the 

engraver repeated some phrases in the ins- 

cription to confirm the conveyed message, 
such as “Alshukr Li-lah Wahdau” (Thanks 

to Allah alone) repeated four times and 

“Almulk Li-lah Wahdau” (Dominion bel-

ongs to Allah alone) repeated three times 

on the External façade of Oudaya gate, 
fig. (6 & 10-a), and “Allah Wahdau” (Allah 

is one) repeated seven times on the int-

ernal façade of Oudaya gate fig. (9 & 10-

b). The establisher would like to convey 

to the reader that grace and dominion 

belong to Allah alone who enabled Mus-

lims to win in Andalusia, and Almohads 

could preserve their power in Morocco 

and Andalusia 

3.6. Colors 

Colors are an important element in highl- 

ighting the inscriptions because they give 

the strongest visual effect at a glance [37]. 

The engraver made sure that the inscrip- 

tions were different from the color of the 
background. This contrast gave the writing 
visibility, clarity, and a better visual vision, 

making them easier to read. For example, 

the inscriptions on Al-Khames gate and 

Al-Mansour gate in Meknes were carried 

out in peeling to make the color of the 

inscriptions (black colors) different from 
that of the brown background (the natural 

color of zellige), fig. (15). For the inscrip- 

tions of Al-Mansur gate, the engraver was 
aware of the importance of color contrast 
in the visual impact of the inscriptions, 

distinguishing the word "Damascus" wh-

ich represented the date of establishing 

the gate in the manner of calculating sen-

tences– in green. Thus, it could be easily 

seen and distinguished, fig. (16). And in 

Agnaou gate, The contrasting colors of 

the stones used in the decoration is notable; 

red and gray-blue stones are intermixed 

to create a polychromatic effect, fig. (1). 

The gray-blue stones are used in part-

icular density along the base and the top 

of the wall in order to give visual sign-

ificance to the gate's entry and cornice 

[38]. 

3.7. The beginning of the inscription 

and its relationship to visual ori-

entation 

The beginning of the inscription is an imp- 
ortant means of visual orientation in reading 

the inscription because the beginning of 
the text is the first thing observed by the 
reader and an important element in delive- 
ring the message. Because of being made of 

related sentences, a text cannot be underst- 
ood separately without linking the different 
parts. Moreover, the beginning of the text 
or the first word mostly illustrates the type 

and purpose of the text. Thus, the writer 
should define the starting point of the text 
that matches the visual orientation of the 
reader [2,36]. In the inscriptions of the 
Agnaou, Oudaya and Rawah and, figs. (1, 
4, 7 & 11), the text starts from the right 
of the viewer facing the gate at 2 meters 
high from the ground. That is, the inscr- 
iption is in the sight line of the average 
person. When coming closer to the entrance, 
a person can read the text easily. Moreover, 
the facade of the gate is between two 
prominent towers that focus the view of 
the enterer to read the text, as in the gates 
of Oudaya, Raouah, and Al-Khames, figs. 
(4, 11 & 13). The Agnauo gate was also 
contained two towers that surrounded the 
facade, but they disappeared, fig. (1) [39]. 
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3.8. Considering the time of reading  

Reading the text is a basic means of visual 
communication, without which the message 

turns worthless, and the text becomes mere 
decoration. In other words, reading is a 
means of decoding the inscription to convey 

the message. Moreover, the text size, info- 

rmation, and relevance to the reading time 

should be considered [40]. Inscriptions un- 

derstudy was implemented on the facades 

of gates, and their reading was related to 

the time of walking on the street. Hence, 
the speed of reading was related to the speed 

of walking. Therefore, it is important to 

know the speed of reading and walking 

as key factors in determining the time of 

reading the text and the extent to which 
the writer considers these factors to achieve 

visual communication [2]. The types of rea-

ding vary according to purpose. The most 

suitable for inscriptions on buildings is 
silent reading, which is more common and 

faster than reading aloud. However, its 

speed is not fixed because the minimum 

number of words to be read in a minute 

ranges from 33 to 43 per minute, while 

the maximum is up to 300 words/minute 

[41], with an average of 170 words/minute. 

The average walking speed of the average 

person is 1.54 m/second [42]. Table (2) 

shows that the time of reading the inscri-

ptions ranges from 9.2: 57.2 seconds, 

i.e., the largest and longest texts take no 

more than one minute to read, which fits 

the movement of passers-by, whether on 

foot or riding animals. Clarity is another 

feature that reflects the readability and 

reading time of the text. It was highly 

achieved in the inscriptions understudy, 

especially in Bab Agnaou in Marrakesh. 

Consequently, fast visual communication, 

speed, readability, and conveying the mes-

sage are achieved well. 
 

Table (2) The number of words in the inscript-

ions, the average reading time, and the 

average number of words per meter. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. A Visual Study of Inscriptions in 
Terms of Content 

Inscriptions on the buildings of Morocco 
were carried out in several rich methods 
in terms of distribution, composition, and 

formulation. Those amazing inscriptions 
could draw the viewer's attention, calling 
for discovering their secrets and contents. 
Undoubtedly, a reader starts a direct com- 
munication with inscribers. Those inscrip- 
tions are a continuous dialog that is almost 
uninterrupted from one generation to an- 

other. Hence, as much as an inscription 
constitutes a brilliant artistic image given 
the letter form, distribution, and accompa- 
nying or surrounding decorations, it conveys 

a visual message relating to generations. 
Each generation tries to read and unders- 
tand this message. In short, inscriptions 
play an important role in the content by 
providing different information and inputs 

[6] and a message to be conveyed to the 
reader. The purpose of the inscription is to 

deliver its message to the intended group. 
The message becomes clear by analyzing 
the content, i.e., an objective qualitative 
and quantitative analysis of the contents 
and the classification of the connotations 
into main and subcategories [3]. Analyzing 
the content of the message aims to identify 
the message of the sender and reflect the 
content of the inscription in terms of sele- 

cting the topic, formation, relation to vision, 
and providing the elements of visual attra- 
ction. Analyzing the text or message of the 
inscription relies on a semantic classification 

according to type and importance to the 
sender and the receiver, as reflected in the 

inscription itself [2]. The value of atten- 
tion is achieved by the writer's focus on 
certain texts, phrases, or statements in the 

text, known as visual attraction, achieved 
by the power of the artwork towards the 
general formation of the design. It also 
relies on the style and experience of the 
designer in handling the parts and words 
in an attractive manner. Achieving visual 
attraction goes through several stages, 
especially the stimulus. Defining the text 
type and appropriateness defines the intere- 
sting words. The order of the text elements 
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is one of the most important means of 
drawing attention to and continuity of rea- 
ding the inscription. The type of the reader 
should be considered because not all readers 

are interested in reading the text till the 
end. Because the owner of the text is inte- 
rested in conveying the message, attention 

was given to the means of visual comm- 
unication, stages, and aids to achieve the 
inscription function [5]. These elements 
are highlighted in the following sections. 

4.1. Types of texts in the inscript-

ions 

4.1.1. Foundation texts 
Several text types were used, including 
foundation texts, Qur’anic verses, and reli- 
gious phrases. Foundation texts are highly 
important because they contain the name, 
titles, and position of the founder as a form 

of competition, boasting, and bragging. 
They also affirm the role and contributions 
of the founder in construction, which is the 

most important message to be conveyed. 
For instance, the foundation text of Bab 
Al-Khames in Meknes has the name of 
the Alaouite Sultan Ismail. The foundation 

text of Bab Al-Mansour in Meknes has 
the name of the Alaouite Sultan Abdullah 

bin Ismail to glorify the Sultan, report 
his honorable lineage and great works, brag 

against other kings, and praise the excel-

lence of his architectural works. The main 
gate of Meknès, the capital of the Alawite 
in Morocco, was the best to receive ins-

cribing this text to convey the message to 
the largest number of visitors through 
that gate. The facades of the gates were the 

most suitable for the inscriptions because 
of the largest number of passers-by. These 
facades were generally “a location of self-
expression”. There is no doubt that those 
standing in front of these gates will be 
amazed and terrified by their good design, 

the accuracy of their decoration, and the 
Qur’anic verses they bear [43]. The titles 
in Foundation texts in the inscripti- ons of 

gates of Al-Khames and Al-Mansour were 
varied, like: Politically significant titles, 
such as "King". And religiously significant 
titles, such as: "Almawla", it was used in 
the inscriptions understudy in different 

forms, such as “Mawlana” and “Mawlay”. 
And socially significant titles, as: "Kahf 
Aldaief", "Ghuniat Almuhtaj", It is one 
of the social titles mentioned in the 
inscription of Bab el-Mansour in Meknes 

with the tiles of Sultan Abdullah bin 
Ismail Al-Alawi to indicate his interest in 
the people. All of these titles emphasize 

the status of their owners - rulers and pri-
nces - and their political, religious, social 
and military status. It showing them as 
protectors of religion and faith, caliphates 
of Allah on earth, and responsible for the 
issues of the Islamic Ummah and interests 
of people. These rulers made sure that 
the contents of these titles reached the 
reader within the media message of the 

inscription. 

4.1.2. Religious texts 
Qur’anic verses and religious phrases 
represented the largest part of inscript-
ions on the gates understudy, mostly to 
Almohad state. They were carefully selected 

to convey the desired messages related to 
contemporary circumstances and political 
events. In contrast, it was reported that 
the large Almohad buildings were simple 
and void of decorations and inscriptions, 
especially the foundation texts, and were 
limited to religious phrases [4,44]. This 
opinion applied to certain Almohad buil-
dings in certain periods

(a)
. Almohad gates 

of cities and Kasabahs experienced dec-
orative richness [45], including floral and 
geometric decorations, inscriptions, and 

weapon shapes [46]. Although these gates 
had religious statements only, they conv-
eyed messages related to the political 
events to the people who passed through 

them. In contrast, some buildings limited 

certain groups of people; thus, Almohad 
rulers were not interested in showing their 
inscriptions. Because architecture reflects 
the well-known dualism of any civilization, 
i.e., material and spirit [47] (function and 
symbol), the Muslim architect is keen on 
employing all architectural and decorative 

elements in accordance with the political 
or religious perspective [48]. In the ide-
ological, religious, racial, and political 
framework, Almohad rulers always tried 
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to demonstrate the strength and greatness 
of their state through huge buildings to 

convey a message to the people of And-

alusia, Morocco, and Christian kingdoms 
that they were not less powerful than the 
Umayyad caliphate and that they were 
more powerful and greater than Almoravid 
rulers [49]. Almohad mosques, minarets, 
and buildings were characterized by sub-
limity and height as political and sectarian 

propaganda [50] to symbolize their strength 

and greatness [51]. In their buildings, they 

considered commemorating victories. For 
instance, Abu Youssef Ya 'qub completed 
the construction of the Seville mosque 
and minaret after victory in the Battle of 

Alarcos (591AH/1195AD). He also built 
the Faraj fortress after regaining Shalb 
[52]. When he returned to Morocco, he 

established the Hassan mosque and its 
huge minaret as a new memorial to his 
victory over the Christians of Spain. With 
its towering minaret, this mosque is one 
of the great monuments and a symbol of 
the greatness and strength of the Almohad 
state [53]. Bab Agnaou in Marrakesh, 
Bab el-Rouah in Rabat walls, and Bab 
Udayas in Rabat kasabah were established 
in recognition of the greatness of Almohad 
state more than being entrances of fort-
ressses. Jack Caille reported, “The main 
gate of Oudaya kasabah takes the form 
of an impenetrable military gate. At first 
glance, it appears to be built for a purely 
military purpose. However, coming closer 
shows that it is weak strategically and less 

military efficient than its appearance. 
Some authors argued that the decorations 
of this gate indicate its luxury, not def-
ense. And both the interior and exterior 
gate facades were also decorated, which is 
unusual when compared to the decorations 
of the cities gates, which focus more on 
the external facade than the internal [10]. 
This opinion demonstrates the greater pro-
paganda use of the gate beside the military 

purpose. Moreover, Bab Agnaou in Marr-
akesh had wonderful decoration, making 
it one of the most beautiful doors in the 
Islamic West. It was simply used to glorify 
the founder and his architectural capacity; 

it was highly decorated but in the second 
position in defense [54]. So if the entire 
building was used as a political propag- 
anda for the Almohad, it is not surprising 
that the contents of the inscriptions were 
used to confirm the same message that 
the builder wishes to convey to the people. 
Almohad rulers focused on the expre-
ssive and propaganda dimension of their 
buildings, whether by hugeness or inscri-
ptions. All religious texts in the inscri-
ptions understudy begin with Al-Isti'-
aathah (seeking Allah’s help from Satan), 
Basmala, prayers on the Prophet, and the 
Qur’anic verses. Because any inscription 
conveys a message, the Qur’anic verses 
are employed intentionally, not for deco-
ration purposes [55]. The Almohad rulers 
rarely used Arabic letters for decoration 
in which they used floral and geometric 
shapes. They used Arabic letters in writing 
historical or religious texts [6]. Qur’anic 
verses were used in the inscriptions of 
Bab Agnaou (Hijr: 46-48), the external 
façade (Fath: 1-4) and the internal façade 
(Saff: 10-13) of Udayas gate, Bab er-
Rouh (Al Imran: 110-111). All Qur’anic 
verses have implications related to conte-

mporary political events. As will mention. 
Some duplicatedreligious statements app-
eared in the inscriptions of external 
façade of Bab Oudaya, as “Alshukr li-lah 
wahdahu”, “Almulk li- lah wahdahu”, figs. 
(6 & 10-a), and “Allah wahdahu” on the 
iternal façade of Bab Oudaya, figs. (9 & 
10-b). Duplicating these statements in 
the Bab of Oudaya conveys expressing 
thanks and gratitude to Allah alone and 
testifying that the great victory in the 
Battle of Alarcos was a blessing of Allah 
and that domi-nance belongs to Allah, 
who bestows it to whomever He wants. 

4.2. The message of the inscription  

Writing inscriptions were not for deco-

ration purposes only, but the owner used 

them to convey a message. Inscriptions were 

used as propaganda media that remained 

but not for a limited time or occasion-

nally. Inscriptions included verses of the 

Qur’an, propaganda and religious phrases, 
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prose, and Establishment texts. They were 

related to contemporary events, and the 

rulers succeeded in exploiting them for 

propaganda purposes [4]. Inscriptions on 

Agnaou gate in Marrakesh Kasabah indicate 

the conquest and seizure of Almohads to 

Marrakesh, the capital of Almoravids. 

None could ever cause harm or expel them 

out of the city because their rule was 

stable, and they could control Marrakesh 

completely. 

"In peace and security, enter them (in 

Paradise ), We shall remove all rancor 

from their hearts, and as brethren they 

shall recline on couches face to face, 

There, no fatigue shall smite them, nor 

shall they ever be driven from it". 

ادخٍٛ٘ا تغلاَ آ١ِٕٓ، ٚٔضػٕا ِا فٟ صذٚسُ٘ ِٓ "

ًٍ إخٛأاً ػٍٝ عشس ِرمات١ٍٓ، لا ٠ّغُٙ ف١ٙا ٔصة  غ

 ".ِٚا ُ٘ ِٕٙا تّخشج١ٓ
 

It was a text of the Qur’an that suited the 

political events which accompanied the 

establishment of the Almohad dynasty, con-
flict with the Almoravid dynasty, and vic-

tory and seizure of Marrakesh, the capital. 

The verses included words relevant to the 

function of the gate as an architectural 

unit dedicated to the entrance, such as 

"aud- khuluha bi-salam āminin", “Enter 
it in peace, safe”. The correlation between 
the text and function relies on the texts 
of inscriptions on architecture and applied 
arts [4]. This verse entails praying for 
Almohdas for the conquest of Marrakesh 
in peace and safety, denoting their control 

and seizure of the city. The same inscription 

or verse was duplicated on Bab Algho- 

fran in the Almohad Mosque of Seville 

[56], indicating the desire of Almohad to 

affirm the implication of the verse that 
they could control Andalusia and Morocco 

and seize Seville as their headquarter in 

Andalusia. Inscriptions on the external 

façade of Oudaya gate: 
 

"We have opened for you (Prophet Muh-
ammad) a clear opening, that Allah 

forgives your past and future sins, and 

completes His Favor to you, and guides 

you on a Straight Path, and that Allah 

helps you with a mighty help, it was He 

who sent down tranquility into the hearts 

of the believers so that they might add 

belief upon belief. To Allah belong the 

armies of the heavens and the earth. 

Allah is the Knower, the Wise". 

" ً ً  إٔا فرحٕا ٌه فرحا ١ٌغفش ٌه الله ِا ذمذَ ِٓ رٔثه  ِث١ٕا

 ً ً  ِٚا ذأخش ٠ٚرُ ٔؼّرٗ ػ١ٍه ٠ٚٙذ٠ه صشاطا  ِغرم١ّا

٘ٛ اٌزٜ أٔضي اٌغى١ٕح فٟ  ػض٠ضاً  ٠ٕٚصشن الله ٔصشاً 

 ً ِغ إ٠ّأُٙ ٚلله جٕٛد  لٍٛب اٌّؤ١ِٕٓ ١ٌضدادٚا إ٠ّأا

 ً  "حى١ّاً  اٌغّٛاخ ٚالأسض ٚواْ الله ػ١ٍّا
 

The content of the Qur’anic verses ind- 

icates the political status in the reign of 

Abu Yusuf Yaqub al-Mansur, who ach-

ieved a major victory over the Castilian 

forces in the Battle of Alarcos. He also 

expressed thanks to Allah, who blessed 

him with victory and supported his rule, 

as shown in “Thanks to Allah alone” and 

“dominion belongs to Allah alone”. Esp-

ecially if we know that this door opens 

to the west towards the old yarn market. 

Also, the second and third halls of that 

gate used to seat the caliphs to receive 

delegations, consider armies, and settle 

issues of soldiers [10]. This means that 

large numbers of those who frequent the 

market, delegations and soldiers can see 

the inscriptions on the gate and read it, 

so that the desired message from the text 

reaches the largest number of readers. 

Inscriptions on the internal façade of 

Oudaya gate: 
 

"Believers! Shall I direct you to a com- 

merce that will save you from a painful 

punishment? You shall believe in Allah 

and His Messenger and struggle for His 

Way with your possessions and yourselves. 

That is better for you, if you but knew. 

He will forgive you your sins and admit 

you to Gardens underneath which rivers 

flow, and to fine dwelling places in the 

Gardens of Eden. That is the mighty 

triumph. And other things that you love, 

victory from Allah and an opening that is 

near. (O prophet Muhammad) give glad 

tidings to the believers". 
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٠ا أ٠ٙا اٌز٠ٓ إِٔٛا ً٘ أدٌىُ ػٍٝ ذجاسج ذٕج١ىُ ِٓ "

ػزاب أ١ٌُ ذؤِْٕٛ تالله ٚسعٌٛٗ ٚذجا٘ذْٚ فٟ عث١ً 

الله تأِٛاٌىُ ٚأٔفغىُ رٌه خ١ش ٌىُ إْ وٕرُ ذؼٍّْٛ 

ٌىُ رٔٛتىُ ٠ٚذخٍىُ جٕاخ ذجشٜ ِٓ ذحرٙا  ٠غفش

الأٔٙاس ِٚغاوٓ ط١ثح فٟ جٕاخ ػذْ رٌه اٌفٛص 

اٌؼظ١ُ ٚأخشٜ ذحثٛٔٙا ٔصش ِٓ الله ٚفرح لش٠ة 

 "ٚتشش اٌّؤ١ِٕٓ
 

The Qur’anic verses call for Jihad in 

the cause of Allah by exerting money 

and life, illustrating that the reward is 

forgiveness of sins and paradise, and 

promises the believers of victory and 

conquest. This content matches the state 

of struggle and Jihad that the Almohads 

were waging against the Christian king-

doms in Andalusia. The Qur’anic verses 

motivate Muslims to turn to Jihad in the 

cause of Allah and promise them victory 

and great reward. They are the same 

Qur’anic verses on the Al-Marisa gate in 

Salé, which dates back to the Marinid 

period [10,57], and also found on a flag 

that was attached to the tent of Sultan 

Al-Nasir Al-Marini during the wars, 

which the Spaniards looted in the Battle 

of Al-Uqab, It is an affirmation of the 

ongoing state of conflict between the 

Muslims and the Spanish kingdoms. Ins-

criptions on Bab Al-Rawah in Rabat: 
 

You are the best nation ever to be bro-

ught forth for people. You order honor 

and forbid dishonor, and you believe in 

Allah. Had the People of the Book beli-

eved, it would have surely been better 

for them. Some of them are believers, 

but most of them are evildoers. They 

will not harm you except a little hurt. 

And if they fight against you, they will 

turn their backs. Then they will not be 

victorious 

أِح أخشجد ٌٍٕاط ذأِشْٚ تاٌّؼشٚف وٕرُ خ١ش "

ٚذْٕٙٛ ػٓ إٌّىش ٚذؤِْٕٛ تالله ٌٚٛ آِٓ أً٘ اٌىراب 

ٌىاْ خ١شاً ٌُٙ ُِٕٙ اٌّؤِْٕٛ ٚأوثشُ٘ اٌفاعمْٛ، ٌٓ 

٠ضشٚوُ إلا أرا ٚإْ ٠ماذٍٛوُ ٠ٌٛٛوُ الأدتاس ثُ لا 

 "٠ٕصشْٚ
 

The content of the Qur’anic verses sug-

gests the state of conflict between Muslims 

and Christians who were defeated by Mus-

lims and promises Muslims of achieving 

victory. Additionally, this Bab contained 

decorations of long or hooked swords, 

daggers, and bows. Alnasry argues that 

“inscribing these weapons on the gates of 

Rabat and the minaret of Hasan mosque 

denotes that they were the slogan of 

Almohads and a call for Jihad in Allah’s 

cause”(b) [55]. The content of all Qur’an 

verses on the gates and walls of Rabat 

Kasaba were directly related to the cause 

of establishing Rabat, which was a mil-

itary city originally and a starting point 

of the Almohad army in the conquest of 

Andalusia [10,58]. The Inscriptions on 

gates of Meknes: When Sultan Ismail Al-

alawi made Meknes the capital of Morocco 
instead of Fez [59], the inscriptions on 
the gates of Meknes reflected its political 

and cultural status. They also glorified 

and highlighted the status of the Sultan 

and his son Abdullah. By the Gate of Al-
Mansour, the parade of the armies moving 

either to suppress internal revolutions or to 

liberate the cities occupied by the Spanish 

and Portugal were held [25], and at the 

gate, organized official ceremonies and 
religious festivals, and the Sultan met to 

discuss complaints and resolve disputes 

[26]. Furthermore, the Sultan received 

official delegations and embassies at this 

gate [60]. This gate was the meeting of the 

city market and the reception of tribes 

coming to Meknes [61], as it had symbolic 

importance [26]. 

4.3. Effect of instincts and emotional 

responsiveness in the stimula-
tion of visual appeal 

Human instincts, such as survival, fear, 

escape, and success, as well as an emot-

ional response, have a great impact on 

provoking visual appeal [62]. A sender 

addresses the receiver emotionally, such 

as fear of religion and beliefs. This com-
munication approach is preferable if prop-

aganda seeks to per suade the largest 

number of people in the shortest time 
possible because thinking requires greater 
effort and time than emotions. Moreover, 

a few people enjoy adequate capabilities 
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of persuasion based on mental activity 

only [2]. The content of the inscriptions 

under study arouses people's enthusiasm 

and instincts regarding jihad, love of vic-

tory, fear of defeat, the forgiveness of 
sins, and entering paradise. They also arouse 

their emotions towards the Muslims of 

Andalusia and to protect them from the 
oppression of the Christian kingdoms. 

They arouse the enthusiasm and emotion 

of the reader and attract attention to the 
text. Thus, the message is conveyed to the 

reader. For instance, the inscription of Al-

Mansour gate in Meknes adopted the emo-

tional approach because of people’s fear 

for religion. The message reads, “Sultan 

Abdullah ibn Ismail Alalawy, protector 

of religion and defender of Islam”. 

 

5. Results 
The study showed that the inscriptions of 
Almohad gates: Agnaou, Oudaya and Al- 

Rawah were carried out in high relief. It 

is one of the best methods that play an 
important role in highlighting inscriptions 

and making them easy to read. Where it 
makes the letters and words solid, high- 

lighting and clarity of its details, thus easy 

to read. The study showed that the insc- 

riptions of Alawite Gate: Al-Khames and 

Al-Mansour in Meknes were carried out 

in "peeling", which show the color of the 
natural zellige clay and contrast the glossy 

surface of the writing and decorations. 

This contrast between the colors of the 

inscription and background makes the wri-

ting clear and easy to read and draws the 

attention of the reader. The study revealed 

that implementing the inscriptions on the 

gates under study varied because of the 

raw mat-erial used (High-relief on the 

stone and peeling on Zellij tiles). The 

inscriber adopted the most suitable method 

of inscription on the raw material to make 

the inscription clear and easy to read. The 

study indicated that the inscriptions on 

the gates under study were executed wit-
hin various geometric formations – Frames 

and formations in archways – to distinguish 

the inscriptions, clarify their importance, 

and determine their position on the sur-

faces of the gates. Thus, it works to attract 

attention to these geometric formations 

and their inscriptions, making it easier to 

see and read. It is clear that despite the 

height of the gates facades, the size of the 

inscription bands and words fits the height 

of the facades, making the inscriptions 

clear and readable, where the average 

length of the word ranged between 33 cm 

in the inscription of Oudaya gate and 

68.5 cm in the inscription of Agnaou 

gate. The study showed that the fonts in 

which the inscriptions were executed on 

the gates varied to serve the visual and 
decorative aspect of the writings, increasing 

them clarity and beauty to attract the atte- 

ntion of passersby and at the same time 

facilitating their reading. The Kufic was 

used in the inscriptions of the gates of 

Agnaou, Oudaya and Al-Rawah, dating 

back to the Almohad era. And Thuluth 

script was used in the inscriptions of the 

gates of Meknes, dating back to the Ala-

wite era. The study highlighted that the 

engraver repeated some phrases in the 

inscription to confirm the conveyed mes-
sage, such as some religious phrases were 
repeated on Oudaya gate. The study revealed 

that the engraver using the contrast in the 

colors of the inscriptions and their back-

ground to highlight the writings and make 

them easy to read and draw the attention 

of passersby, as in the inscriptions of 

Bab Al-Khames and Bab Al-Mansour in 

Meknes. The study proved that writing the 

Qur’anic verses in inscriptions were not 

for décoration purposes only, but the 

rulers used its content to convey a mes-

sage to the reader, as in the inscriptions on 

gates of Almohad era: Agnaou, Oudaya and 

Al-Rawah. The study showed that differ-

ent titles were found in the inscriptions on 

the gates of Al-Khames and Al-Mansour, 

achieving a visual function, e.g., publicity 

of the owner and expressing the dominant 

culture. The study modified the misconc-

eption that the religious texts in the 

inscriptions dating to the Almohad era 

were used for decoration and ornament 
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only. It demonstrated that the meanings 

of these texts convey denotations and 
messages related to contemporary actions 

that the founder seeks to convey to the 

reader. Such as in the inscriptions on the 

gates of Agnaou, Oudaya and Al-Rawah. 
The study showed that not all establishm-
ents of the Almohad era were characterized 

by asceticism, simplicity, and lack of dec- 
orations, but some types of establishments 
were characterized by decorative diversity 
and richness and using inscriptions, espe-

cially the gates of cities and kasbahs. 

 

6. Discussion 
Inscriptions found on all types of buil-

dings in Morocco: Religious, civil and 

military. In this paper, we analyse the 

inscriptions on the gates of the Kasbahs 

and the cities in Almohad and Alawite 

eras visually. It was found that most of 

the remaining gates have inscriptions that 

have significance, and the architect was 

keen to deliver these indications to the 

reader by various methods. It turns out 

that the use of these methods was follo-

wed in the gates' inscriptions in all periods 

from the Moaheds era until the Alawite 

era. The gates were chosen for the imple-

mentation of the inscriptions on them 

because they are the passage point for all 

people living in and coming to the city, 

and then the writings on it are viewed and 

read by the largest number of passers-by, 

and thus the desired media message from 

the inscription reaches the largest number 
of people. The paper presents the methods 

used by the architect to highlight the 

inscription and ease of reading. It focu-

sed on studying inscriptions visually in 

terms of form and content. 

 
7. Conclusion 
The study showed the importance of the opt-
ical dimension as a characteristic of the gates 

of cities and kasbahs, especially that of the 
inscriptions. The study also showed the means 

of the engraver and the architect to highlight 
these inscriptions visually, making them easier 
to observe and read. For example, they ad-
opted means of inscription implementation, 

font type, decorations, colors, frames, repetition, 
shadow and light, as well as considering the 
time of reading, etc. 

 
Endnotes 
(a) Tendency to asceticism and simplicity 

in decorations was adopted in the early 
Almohad state in certain buildings, 

especially mosques. Torres Balbas sta-

ted: “Asceticism adopted by Almohad 

rulers originated from a desire for 

religious, political, and social reform 

in the early rule affected the mosque 

that was simple and void of extensive 

decorations in the main parts their 

ancestral mosques”. In spite of that, 
Almohad mosques were not completely 
devoid of decoration. The minaret and 

mihrab areas were full of decorations. 

The minaret and mihrab areas were 

full of decorations. Even the second 

Koutoubia mosque was built in a pure 

Andalusian style rich in decorations, 
inscriptions and colors, and the Tinm-

el mosque as well [63]. Abd al-Mu'min 
bin Ali and his successors became 
supporters of the arts of embellishment 
and decoration, this is evident in bui-

ldings and books, These buildings are 

still, until now, eyewitnesses to the dec-

orative arts that combine, along with 
the tenderness of Andalusia, the splendor 
of the East, and characterized by kin-

dness and strength [64]. Other types of 

Almohad buildings were characterized 
by rich and various decorations, such 
as the minarets and civil architecture. 

For instance, palaces in Marrakesh 

“were unmatched by the buildings of 

former kings” [85] and “were characte- 
rized by width, luxury, and decorative 

and artistic richness” [86]. Their palaces 
in Rabat were reported that “Rabat has 
high monarchical buildings, seating 

domes for masters, and high palaces, 

making it a global park [67]. In addit-

ion, their palaces in Andalusia were rich 

in décorations [68]. When Abu Yousef 

Ya 'qub Al-Mansour established Bim-

aristan (Hospital) in Marrakech, he 

“instructed architects to do it in the 
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best possible way. Thus, they mastered 

and excelled the exquisite inscriptions 

and decorations” [65]. Other buildings 

demonstrate the greatness and excel-

lence of Almohad rulers in terms of 

politics, military, and art, especially in 

the reign of Yaqub Al-Mansour, the 
greatest ruler in confronting the Christian 

kingdoms and mastering architecture. 
He built many establishments that reflect 

and commemorate his astonishing vic-

tories in politics, war, and art alike [63, 

69]. Additionally, the buildings of Alm 

ohad rulers since the late (6H./12G.) 
century were characterized by decorative 

richness and foundation texts. For 

instance [70] Ibn Abu Zara and Al-

Jazni reported the inscriptions on the 

fountain in the courtyard of Qarawī-

yīn Mosque (599AH/1202AD) [71]. 

And the inscriptions on the Anza of 

the mosque of Qarawīyīn [72]. The 

inscription indicated that the great cha-

ndelier in Qarawīyīn mosque was est-

ablished in (600AH/1203AD), whereas 

the little chandelier had the name of 

Almohad Alnasir caliph [73]. Inscrip-

tions showed that the chandelier of the 

Great mosque chandelier in Meknes 
was manufactured in (604AH/1207 

AD) [73], whereas the Anza of the 

Mosque of Andalusia had the date of 

completing manufacturing in (606 

AH/1209AD) [69,70,74]. Other works 

had inscriptions dating back to the 

Almohad era [75]. 

(b) Caillé reported that the decorations of 

swords and archery bows date back to 

the renovations of the Alawite Sultan 

Mohammed ibn Abdallah. 
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